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Plymouth, MA, 10th January 2023 - Bayonet Ocean Vehicles announces the
appointment of Dylan Hess, who has recently joined the sales team as Sales
Engineer. Headquartered in Plymouth, MA, USA, Bayonet Ocean Vehicles is
the leading manufacturer of person-portable amphibious tracked vehicles.



Following its launch early 2022, the company has continued to grow its team,
with Hess the latest addition to the sales team. Hess began his career with
the US Navy, working on computer and electronic equipment systems,
following which he gained years of experience as field service technician in
the autonomous underwater vehicle market. This background has allowed
him to easily understand the features and functionalities of the amphibious
vehicles, and interpret their benefits for the variety of applications they can
support.

“Dylan has hit the ground running. He is passionate about our range of
vehicles, and understands the spectrum of capability and power they offer. He
has already been involved in a variety of customer demonstrations, advising
those considering an autonomous underwater ground vehicle for their
specific application, and demonstrating their benefits for the end user. He has
been a great addition to the team, and we look forward to many years of
growing the autonomous underwater ground vehicle market”, says Nick
Hartman, VP Growth and Strategy.

Bayonet Ocean Vehicle’s autonomous crawlers can easily work in the surf
zone, carrying larger sensor payloads on the seafloor. They can be fitted with
a variety of environmental, oceanographic, hydrographic benthic and industry
specific sensors for a range of commercial and military applications.

If you are interested in seeing a live demonstration of the Bayonet Ocean
Vehicles, please contact Dylan Hess via the online contact form:
https://bayonetocean.com/contact/

Ends

For further information, please contact:

Dawn D’Angelillo 
Bayonet Ocean Vehicles
ddangelillo@bayonetocean.com

or



Silke Braham
Saltwater Stone
s.braham@saltwater-stone.com

Bayonet Ocean Vehicles manufactures a range of autonomous underwater
ground vehicles that are capable of transitioning from the beach into the surf
zone and into deep ocean. They can perform a variety of tasks in any of these
environments, making them a powerful tool for operators working in multiple
marine disciplines. Powered by Greensea Systems, Inc. OPENSEA software
platform, these amphibious tracked vehicles have a range of applications,
including mine countermeasures and explosive ordnance disposal for the
military, as well as beach survey and restoration, surf zone search and rescue,
and offshore wind survey.

To learn more about Bayonet Ocean Vehicles, visit bayonetocean.com
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